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Summary

Ti class of linear estimators is examined to obtain a biased subclass of esti
mators, better than the sample mean p.
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Introduction

Let U = {1, 2, . . . , be afinite population ofJV (given) units label
led 1to Nand 7 be a variable (real) which takes value yi on the ith unit,
(/ = 1.2 m.

Let

N AT • _
f = L yilN, aj = S {yt - Y)VN and Cy = o^jY

i—1 '=1

be the population mean, vairiance and coeflScient of variation of;; respec
tively. It is desired to estimate Y on the basis of a sample of n units
drawn by simple random sampling without replacement (SRSWOR).

The Ji-class of linearestimators for Y based on a sample of size n,
may be defined by

N '

^ aryr (1-^)
r=l

where ar{r = 1,2 n) is the weight associated with the >'-value of
the unit appearing at the rth draw (Horvjtz and Thompson [2], Koop
[3] 14]).
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When Or = f^ln, for all r = 1, 2, 7*1 reduces to

(1.2)

where f is the sample mean and the optimum value of Awhich minimises
the mean square error (MSE), M(f*) of Tjis

K=m+KC^]
in the case of SRSWOR, where K= {N - n)ln{N - 1). The resulting
estimator discussed by Searls [5] is defined by

fs=mi + KC^]
with bias and MSE given by

B(fs) = -KCf Yl[l + KCJ]
and ^

M(fs) = KY^C^,l[l + KCj].
Obviously, Ts, a member of Ti-class is better than the sample mean
(in the sense ofh^ing a smaller MSE) and the relative efiSciency of
Searls' estimator fs over ^ is found to be

nAip) = [1 +^ C^].
It is well known that in the case of general sampling designs, there

does not exist a best linear unbiased estimator in the unbiased subclass
of the class of linear estimators (Koop [3], [4]; Ajgaonkar []]). However,
in^he case of SRSWOR, ^ is found to be the best in the unbiased sub
class of the Ti-class. The question arises : does there exist the best linear
(uniformly minimum mean square error UMMSE) estimator in the entire
linear class Ti? Further, are there some biased estimators in Ji-class
better, than ^ ?

In this paper, these questions are answered confining to SRSWOR.

2. Existence of the UMMSE-estimator in 7\

Theorem 2.1 : If is known exactly, j then the sampling strategy
(SRSWOR, fs) is the best in the class ofstrategies (SRSWOR, fi) for Y.

Proof: MSE of the estimator 7", is found to be

M(T^) = Nol 2^ alKN - 1) - ar^ + '̂ ( ^
(2.1)
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A

It may be shown that would be a minimum for

a, = \ln[\+,KCl), (2.2)
A A

and in this case, reduces to Ts. Hence the result.
Although, the sampling strategy (SRSWOR, Ts) is the best in the class

of strategies (SRSWOR, Ti), it can be shown through numerical illustra
tion that the eflBciency of Ts over j> is almost negligible when K < 0.01
and Cv < 1. Thus the Searls' estimator should be used only in other
situations provided the exact value of Cv is known.

It may be shown that T\ would be better than under SRSWOR, iff

[l-KCl]l[l + KCf]<X<l (2.3)
A

and hence a sufficient condition for T* to be better than would be

[1 - ]/[l + J5: ] < A< 1 (2.4)

which may be modified to

1/[1 < A< 1

where C^) is any quantity such that j <0^

Let us call T* with A satisfying (2.4), a modified Searls' estimator

Tg, i.e.,

h = t(l - KC2))/(l + 1] or As[1/(1 + Kq^^), 1].
The following Table 2.1 shows the percent relative efficiency of the

estimators Ts •= p l[l + K C®] and Tg = Aj>, Ae [(1 —K Cfjj)/(1 + K
C(ij), 1] over to observe the sensitivity ofthe estimators Tg to depar
tures of optimum choice of ^ in T^ = Aj).

For this, we have considered the populations of having Cy > 0.5. Let
N = 5, n = 5 and C(i) = 0.5.

From (2.4), it may be shown that = A will be better than J> for
all Asatisfying

0.9200 < A < 1.

3. Estimators in T^ Better than the Sample Mean

In this section, we search for biased estimators in Tj based on
SRSWOR, but better than
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TABLE 2.1—PERCENT RELATIVE EFFICIENCY OF Ts AND

OVER y, FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF C, AND X's,

X 0.25 1 2.25 4.00

(') (2) (3) W (S)

Xo 104.17 (O-ge)* 116.23 (0.86)* 137.30 (0.72)» 166.39 (0.60)*

0.94 103.08 110.47 111.95 112.48

0.95 103 89 108.99 109.98 110.34

0.97 103.89 105.67 106.01 106.13

0.98 103.09 103.86 104.01 104.05

•Values in the brackct deaote the optimum choice of X.

Let

/= f^ar.Io= and g=
r=l r^l

Next we have the following

Theorem 3.1 : Let Oi, at, an be chosen such that g > 0. Then
a necessary and sufficient conditionfor the sampling strategy (SRSWOR,
Ti) to be better than the strategy (SRSWOR, j>) is

(iV- 1)(/-1)VG<C2 (3.1)

Proof: From 2.1, the MSB of is found to be

M(T,) = [(/ - 1)« + cl_

and F(j>) = KY* Cl.

Comparing (3.2) with (3.3), the result follows.
Obviously, the inequality (3.1) can never be satisfied if 2 < 0. In fact

a,'s should be so chosen that Q > 0 is satisfied. The checking of the
inequality (3.1) does not^always require the exact knowledge of C|. If
Cfij be aquantity (< c)), then asufficient condition for Ti to be better
than ^ would be given by (3.1) with replaced by C(^,j. Thus when Cy

; (s not known exactly, Searls' estimator ca.r\ iiot be used qt all ^nd iq th^t

(3.2)

(3.3)
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case, using the knowledge of C^) only, an estimator from Tj-class of
linear estimators can be detected to behave better than better in the
sense of having smaller mean square error.

For an illustration, let N ~ 25 and « = 5. The weights ar's. in T-i are
taken arbitrarily with / = S = 0.8 and such that Q > 0 and (3.1)
with Cj being replaced by = 1.0 is satisfied.

Table 3.1 shows that one may generate estimators from Ti with
arbitrary weights better than j> even when C* is not known exactly, the
case in which Searls' estimator Ts can not be used.

TABLE 3.1-RELATIVE EFFICIENCY OF fi OVER j) FOR ARBITRARY
WEIGHTS N=25,n = 25, > 1, / = 0.8, fli = 0.1, as = 0.2, o, = 0.2,

flj = 0.1, as = 0.2.

Relative Efficiency Cv
1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 r35 4.0

(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) («)

[V(^)IM{Ts)] 116.66 137.48 166.64 204.12 249.94 304.08 366.56

104.29 121.22 128.51 132.20 134.29 135.58 136.44

3.1 Guidelines to the Practitionerfor the Choice of the Coefficients a.

Now in what follows, a procedure is given for making choices of a,'s
in fi such that the results stated in Theorem 3.1 may be implemented in
practice.

From Theorem 3.1, f, defined in (1.1) would be better than if,

(3.4)

Let flr = where /-(l < r < m) is a positive integer and Ais any real
number satisfying Q > 0. Then from (3.4), we have the following
inequality

g(A)<0 (3.5)

where, \ ^

g(X) = aX« + M + Y

a =(iV-l)(l-^:C2j)

P = _ (i\r - 1) n(B + 1)
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Y= + 1) w -1 - c;„)
N(2n + 1) 1

Let Dbe the discriminant of ^(A) = 0and let / = niN be the sampling
fraction. Then after routine calculation, D is found to be

iN-l)N'C'f(Nf+ 1) (Nf+ 1)

2(2Nf+ 1)

1 Qod -/)
AN - 1)

Qo (1 -/)1 -
f(N - 1)

and hencci it may be shown that a sufficient condition for g(A) = 0 to
admit two real roots is given by

/ < min Cfi)
3 ' iV - 1 + Cfi)

Let Ai and be two roots of ?(X) = 0. Then the inequality (3.5) will
always be satisfied for those Asatisfying

A < Aj or A> Aj, when « < 0

or Ai < A < Aj, in case a > 0

Let R^x, Rik, RiX and R^x denote the ranges for Afor which 2 > 0,
Ai < A, A> Ag and Aj < A < Ag respectively. Then obviously from
Theorem 3.1, the estimators

T{= l^ryr
will be better than J', if

Asi?oA n-RiA or Ae n iZaA

and Ae H R^x-

As an illustration, let us consider a population with N = 51, Cy > 4.
Letus take C^jj = 10 and « = 5. This gives

Q = 9.2 - (2580/Aa).

Obviously, for all A> 17 or A< —17, we shall have Q > 0. Now the
roots of g(A) = 0 are given by

Ai = -54.45 and As = 16.25
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Therefore for any

A > max (17, 16.95) or A < min (-17, -54.45)

the estimator in T[ will be better than sample mean -

Remarks: (i) As a general procedure to generate the weights ar's so
•A.

that T^ is better than we proceed as follows. For given N, n and C(i),
we find a "K such that g(A) < 0 is satisfied, then for at = r/X, (r = 1,2,
..., n) in li the resulting estimator will be better than
(ii) Though the expression for ^(A) in (3.5) looks somewhat complicated,

but once N, C^,) and n are known, the coeflScients a, p and y can easily
be computed and hence the roots A^, Aj of Asuch that q{K) = 0 may be
obtained without any diCBculty.

'a' ^ . ' • ' •
4. Unequal Weights in Ti Versus Eqaal Weights

A n

Theorem 3.1 assures the superiority of an estimator Ti = S a, y,
r=l

over j>, but it does not guarantee whether will be better thaii T'g.
In this section, we observe that there always exists at least one set o J

choice (fli, flj, . . ., a„) with all Ao) such that the strategy
(SRSWOR, Ti) is better than (SRSWOR, fp and hence the strategy
(SRSWOR, J).

Let / and /o be the same as in Theorem 3.1 and let

[2/(l + i5:Cf,))]-A</<A (4.1)

then, we have the following

A

Theorem 4.1: Asufficient condition that the strategy (SRSWOR, T^)
is better than the strategy (SRSWOR, Ts) and hence the strategy
(SRSWOR, Si) wouldbe

IVn < /o <-^[A» - {2(A - /)/(l + iSrcfij)}]
A

, Proof: From (2.1) and M( Ts), it may be shown that

M(h < M(T^)

iff + j<AMl-A:C^)-2(A-/).
(4.2)
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Since U> I'ln, a sufficient condition for (4.2) is obtained by replacing

I* by nig, where it is assumed that < (N—1). Thus M(,Ti) < M(Tg)

if U< din) [X® - 2(A - /)/(! + K C2„)]
provided A > /.
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